Choosing three artists
The artist selection panel
Picture This – Story Sharing project

Stas’
Lucy
Hannah

Stas’
Gaby
Hannah

will do some drama
will be drawing

will do some drama
will be drawing

will be drawing
will take photos
Using drama to make the stories
Ice cream lady – “mine is vanilla”
Seagull has popped the Lillo
Call for help
Lifeguard to the rescue
Making the hot air balloon
Using the ‘APPLE’ phone to Call for help
We need to pump up the balloon
Inside the hot air balloon
Making a rocket to fly into space
The space heroes arrive on the planet
Being kind to the monster
Flying off in a dream
Trialling the black and white pictures
Lots of trialling notes
Trialling the colour roughs
Thanks to all the book clubs for taking part in the Picture This Project
156 self-advocates

46 supporters

9 Kent library book clubs and day centres

6 months

3 artists

MADE

3 Original Picture Story Books
Picture This was a project funded by the Arts Council and Kent County Council to design and produce 3 new picture stories made by and for people with learning disabilities. These are some photos of the celebration event to launch the Picture This series.
Drumming and dancing at the launch day event
Edenbridge book club get a first look at the finished book they helped to create
James Pearson the Service Improvement Manager at Kent Libraries recommending the books for all the libraries across Kent
Colouring the black and white Picture This book pictures
Colouring the black and white Picture This book pictures
Jane from Edenbridge book club was delighted to see the story they had made in a finished book.
The official Picture This launch day cake
Liz and Lloyd supporting the launch day event
Councillor Mark Hill from Kent County Council addressed the audience stressing the value of the project for the county.
Panel discussion at the launch of the Picture This series
A special thank you to Liz Taylor for all her hard work on the project.
Baroness Sheila Hollins officially launching the books with the ceremonial cutting of the Picture This cake